You want to renovate a staircase, a ramp or an access balcony while taking special safety aspects into account?

You're looking for a combination of functionality and attractive looks? Coating that convinces with its technical properties but that still satisfies aesthetic requirements?

In conjunction with the COETRANS DE system, COELAN® offers a coating with scattered inclusions to create officially approved anti-slip finishes. With a selection of more than ten different colour combinations, you can easily make your surfaces look good again while making them safe to walk on.

Some features and benefits:
- UV- and weather resistant
- Application thickness of around 3 mm
- Anti-slip classification (comparable with R13 V6)
- Highly durable

Please come and visit us at the Internet and let be inspired by many of our picture galeries!

Retailer stamp:
Are you fed up with splinters, cracks, worn steps and joins that let water in? You're looking for an individual finish made of natural stone with a colour that goes really well with your existing building? A material from nature for your natural outdoor areas, the balcony, patio and outside staircase?

In conjunction with the COETRANS DS system, COELAN® offers an ideal trowel-applied coating made from high-quality natural marble/granite quarry and PU liquid plastics. The extensive range of colours also permits the creation of inlays.

Lay your own personal carpet of stone at your feet!

Some features and benefits:
• UV- and weather resistant
• Application thickness of around 6 mm
• R9 anti-slip classification
• B1 fire-safety classification

COETRANS DS - the decorative stone carpet

You love the feeling of walking barefoot over firm sand? For you, sand puts you in mind of being on holiday? You want to bring a touch of your holidays to your patio and to your garden? Combine the unique feeling of holidays with the properties and benefits of a modern trowel-applied system.

In conjunction with the COETRANS CQ system, COELAN® offers a very fine quartz sand with pigmented colours as a trowel-applied coating. With the PU liquid plastic, it is thus possible to create a „sand coating“ that resists the weather and is good at preventing slipping. A large selection of colours and many different colour mixes round off the system.

Some features and benefits:
• UV- and weather resistant
• Application thickness of around 4 -5 mm
• R10 anti-slip classification
• B1 fire-safety classification

COETRANS CQ - the coloured quartz filler

You want to feel great again on your balcony or patio?
You're looking for a surface coating that provides scope for your creativity, that doesn't have joins, that is indestructible and that comes with long-lasting good looks? Which always returns to its full colour intensity after it's been cleaned? Nothing easier than that!

In conjunction with the COETRANS FC system, COELAN® offers a simple and tough coating system that is easily applied to the existing substrate.

COETRANS FC impresses with its many basic colours and a large selection of colour flakes. Be inspired by the wide variety of possible finishes and create an unmistakable look.

Some features and benefits:
• UV- and weather resistant
• Application thickness of around 2 mm
• Crack-covering (up to 2 mm)
• Application without joins